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!"#$%&'$ R Crescenzi et.al. have proposed a fast Full-
Expansion-Compression (FEC) technique that requires exactly 
three memory accesses for each IP lookup. However, prefix 
updates on their FEC scheme require the forwarding table data 
structure to be rebuilt from scratch. Therefore, fast table 
reconstruction is important to make the scheme effective for use 
in a dynamic environment. In this paper, we propose an efficient 
technique to reduce the FEC table construction time. Our 
approach generates the RLE sequences for the forwarding table 
directly from a list of decreasing lexicographic ordered prefixes 
to avoid the expansion step of the previous technique. We also 
propose an improved unification technique to construct the FEC 
tables more efficiently. Our approach has been implemented in 
C, and several experiments using six databases from some real 
IPv4 router show that our proposed technique runs 4 to 29 times 
faster than the previous technique. 

I. IN(B;DUC(I;N 
(he I' address lookup in a router decides the next hop to 

forward each incoming packet towards its destination@ and it is 
still the remaining bottleneck among the maDor tasks of a 
router U1W-U1YW. A router maintains a set of prefixes and as a 
part of its forwarding task the router has to Zuickl= find the 
longest prefix that matches the !-bit destination address 
J![32 bits in I'v4O of an incoming packet. (able IJaO shows 
an example of a set of prefixes with their corresponding next 
hops. In this example@ a 4-bit destination address 0011 
matches prefixes `@ 00`@ and 001`@ and therefore the router 
should forward the packet to a next hop " since 001` is the 
longest matching prefix.  

(he ideal scheme for an I' lookup solution includes fast 
lookup time@ fast prefix update time@ small memor= 
reZuirement@ and good scalabilit= U11W. Aince the optimal 
solution to the I' lookup problem has been shown to be N'-
hard UYW@ ever= existing I' lookup algorithm makes tradeoffs 
among those parameters. (he most critical measure is 
obviousl= the worst-case lookup time since failure to meet the 

reZuired time ma= result in a misclassified packet. 
Nevertheless@ the update time@ memor= reZuirements@ and 
scalabilit= must also be considered U11W. Ever= time there is a 
route change@ the contents of a forwarding table should be 
updated to reflect the route change. Amall update time is 
essential@ since a stud= conducted b= Labovita et. al U4W has 
shown that the Internet instabilit= at backbone routers can 
cause several hundred prefix updates per second. bith this 
rate@ it is estimated that the update operations must be 
performed in 10 milliseconds or less.  

Beferences U1W@ U2W@ UcW@ UdW@ U1cW present efficient I' lookup 
algorithms. >owever@ prefix updates in these static schemes 
are ver= difficult to implement due the optimiaed structures 
used in them@ and therefore rebuilding the structures ma= be 
necessar= to deal with updates U11W. (here are two different 
approaches to deal with prefix updates. In the first approach@ 
update-efficient d=namic data structures U3W@ UeW-UfW@ U13W-U14W 
are used. In the second approach@ update operations are 
batched and the tables are periodicall= reconstructed U1W@ U2W@ 
U11W@ U1YW. (his solution is acceptable if the table 
reconstruction can be done fairl= fast. Degermark@ et al. U2W 
argued that even though routing updates can be freZuent@ 
because the routing protocols need time to converge@ 
forwarding tables can be a little stale and therefore need not 
change more than at most once per second. (hus@ each table 
reconstruction Joff-line updatesO can be done after some 
seZuence of prefix updates. It is obvious@ however@ that the 
faster the time to reconstruct the table the better so that the 
table can represent more up-to-date network routing 
information.  

Improved techniZues to reduce construction time for 
forwarding tables are found in the literature U10W@ U12W@ U1YW. 
Bavikumar #$ &'( U10W proposed a new techniZue to reduce the 
construction time of the LC-trie UdW.  Aahni and Kim U12W have 
reduced the construction time of the multibit trie U1cW. bang #$ 
&'( U1YW provided an improved routing table construction 
algorithm for the multiwa= search tree UcW. Among the existing 
I' lookup algorithms@ Full Expansion Compression JFECO 
scheme U1W results in the fastest lookup time U11W. (he 
techniZue reZuires exactl= three memor= accesses for each I' 
lookup. >owever@ a prefix update Jinsertion@ deletion@ or next 
hop alterationO on the scheme is expensive. (o facilitate the 
techniZue for prefix updates@ Crescenaie #$ &'( U1W proposed to 
divide the computer cache into two banksh the first bank is 

(AQLE I  
AAi'LE ;F B;U(INE (AQLE@ ) 

Prefix Nexthop  Prefix Nexthop 
10` *  10` * 
00` +  01` " 
01` "  0010` " 
001` *  001` * 
0010 "  00` + 

` "  ` " 
JaO Unsorted  JbO Aorted 
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used for the lookup and the other is used for table update. For 
some t=pical backbone forwarding table@ the algorithm U1W 
reZuires hundreds of milliseconds to build the FEC tables Jsee 
(able I@ column $U1WO. (hus@ a more efficient table construction 
techniZue is reZuired so that the scheme can be used 
effectivel= in a d=namic environment.  In this paper@ we 
propose an improved techniZue to reduce the construction 
time of FEC router table. In Aection II@ we briefl= describe the 
FEC scheme U1W. Aection III presents our proposed techniZue. 
Aection Ij gives a set of experimental results to show the 
merits of our algorithm. Aection j concludes this paper.  

II. (>E FEC (EC>NIkUE R QACKEB;UND 
For a binar= alphabet Σ[K0@1L@ we denote a set of all binar= 

strings of length , Jat most !O b= Σ, J ,
!
,! Σ=Σ =≤ 0! O. For two 

binar= strings µ@ν ∈ Σ≤! of length 'µ [ lµl and 'ν [ lνl@ 
respectivel=@ we sa= that µ is a -.#/01 of ν if the first 'µ ≤ 'ν bits 
of ν are eZual to µ. Also@ µ is the longest matching prefix 
J234O of ν if no other prefix of ν  has larger cardinalit= than 
µ. Let '

5µ  represent a substring of µ from bit 5 with length '@ 
for 0 ≤ 5 ≤ lµ6-1 and ' ≤ lµ6.  

A routing table ) contains a list of pairs )1 [J1@ 71O@ where 
prefix 1 ∈ Σ≤! and its 8#1$ 79- interface 71. It is assumed that 
) alwa=s contains a pair J!@ 7!O@ where ! denotes an empt= 
string. For a given routing table )@ FEC techniZue U1W 
constructs the FEC tables in two phasesh #1-&85098 and 
:9!-.#55098. From a seZuence of decreasing lexicographic 
ordered prefixes@ the expansion phase implicitl= constructs a 
table ); which contains all the 232 possible I'v4 addresses 
from ). As an example@ Fig. 1JaO presents the expanded table 
); of (able IJbO for ! [ 4 bits. In the compression phase@ an 
optimal break bit value 1!,!! is used to cluster the expanded 
prefixes. (he clustering produces a set of BLE seZuences 
based on the run-length-encoding JBLEO scheme U1W. As part 
of this step@ an= BLE seZuence that contains exactl= the same 
information as that in another seZuence is deleted. Fig. 1JbO 
shows the BLE seZuences !s1@ s2@ s3@ s4" of Fig. 1JaO@ in which 
s2@ s4 are duplicate seZuences. (o build the FEC tables that 
comprise .9<=08>#1@ :9'=08>#1@ and 08$#./&:# tables@ a 
?80/0:&$098 step using a recursive /?8:$098 ϕ U1W is performed 
on each of the BLE seZuences. Fig. 1JcO shows the results of 
this step@ which in turn are used to construct the FEC data 
structures as shown in Fig. 1JdO.   

III. Ii'B;jED (EC>NIkUE F;B FEC (AQLE C;NA(BUC(I;N 
+( @05A908$ 4.#/01 *08&.B ).0#  

be propose to use a disDoint-prefix binar= trie JD'Q(O U11W 
to represent all pairs JC@ 7CO of a table );. In a D'Q( each next 
hop is stored onl= in its leaves@ while each intermediate node 
contains onl= pointers to its two descendants. DisDoint-prefixes 
do not overlap@ and no address prefix is itself a prefix of 
another U11W. Fig. 2Ja.ivO presents a D'Q( for table ); of Fig. 
1JaO. A binar=-path Ja string of bitsO to a leaf in a D'Q( 
represents a pair JdisDoint-prefix C@ 7CO that can be expanded to 

generate a set of !-bit addresses@ C⋅Σ!D6C6@ each of which has a 
next hop 7C. be obtain ); b= expanding each disDoint-prefix of 
a D'Q(. As an example@ expanding the binar=-path to leaf + 
J[000O of the D'Q( in Fig. 2Ja.ivO we obtain addresses 0000 
and 0001 in table );@ each with next hop +. 

*( E//0:0#8$ @05A908$ 4.#/01 *08&.B ).0# "985$.?:$098 
A D'Q( is constructed b= pushing each prefix at the 

internal node of a binar=-trie down to the leaves of the trie 
U11W. Fig. 2JaO illustrates the construction of the D'Q( of 
(able IJaO. Fig. 2Ja.iO shows the result of inserting prefixes 
10`@ 00`@ and 01`. Fig. 2Ja.iiO shows that inserting a prefix 
001` causes the trie to be no longer a D'Q(m there is an 
internal node + Jwith next hop informationO that must be 
pushed down. be call a node that needs to be pushed down a 
-5#?>9D'#&/. bhen a pseudo-leaf exists@ the insertion process 
needs to backtrack to the node@ creates new leaves down the 
trie@ and stores the next hop of the pseudo leaf in each of them. 
Aimilarl=@ inserting a prefix 0010 into the trie as shown in Fig. 
2Ja.iiiO creates a pseudo-leaf. It is obvious that backtracking 
and extra leaf-pushing steps make a D'Q( construction 
process inefficient. (he following propert= of a D'Q( states 
the necessar= condition for the existence of a pseudo-leaf. 
Property 1. Inserting a prefix 1 into a D'Q( creates a pseudo-
leaf if there is a binar=-path F in D'Q( as a prefix of 1.  

Using the following lemma we are able to build a D'Q( 
without creating an= pseudo-leaf. be also will use this lemma 
to construct the BLE-seZuences more efficientl=.                                     
Lemma 1.  Constructing a D'Q( from a set of decreasing 
lexicographic ordered prefixes does not create pseudo-leaves.  
Proof. Let 41@ 42@ n@ 40DG@ 40  denote a seZuence of prefixes 
sorted in decreasing lexicographic order. Assume 41@ 42@ n@ 
4i-1 have been inserted into a D'Q(@ and let 40 be the next 
inserted prefix. Q= definition of a D'Q(@ a leaf in the trie does 
not have a binar=-path which is a subset of 41@ 42@ n@ 40HG. 
Aince 40 cannot be a superset of an= of 41@ 42@ n@ 40HG@ it 
cannot be a superset of an= binar=-path to the leaves in the 
trie. (hus@ the insertion of prefix 40 will create no pseudo-leaf. 

Fig. 2JbO illustrates the construction of a D'Q( from the 
prefixes of (able IJbO. Notice that no pseudo-leaf is generated. 

"( I2E J#K?#8:# L#8#.&$098 /.9! & @4*) 
A set of BLE seZuences can be represented b= an arra=       

IU0 .. 2,-1W in which each element is a pointer to a seZuence of 
BLE@ !71@ '"@ where 71 is the next-hop of a prefix 1 and ' is the 
run length of 71. In other words@ each element of the arra=   
IU0W [ !71@ '1" ⋅ !72@ '2" ⋅ n ⋅ !78@ '8"@ and '1o '2ono'n[ 2!D,.  ;ur 
representation of the BLE seZuences is eZuivalent to that 
shown in Fig. 1JbO. Following reference U1W and utiliaing a 
constructed D'Q(@ the BLE seZuences can be obtained using 
the following two steps. First@ we generate a set of increasing 
lexicographic ordered disDoint-prefixes@ which is 
straightforward b= traversing the D'Q( in preorder. (hen@ we 
generate the BLE seZuences b= using the Ateps 2 to 3 of the 
following Algorithm-1. 
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Figure 1. FEC table construction using FEC techniZue U1W 
 

 
JaO  From (able 1JaO R with backtracking 

 
 JbO  From (able 1JbO R No backtracking 

Figure 2. Constructing a disDoint prefix binar= trie 
 
Algorithm-1: 
1. From the decreasing lexicographic ordered prefixes of a 

table )@ construct a D'Q(@ and obtain increasing 
lexicographic ordered disDoint-prefixes R pairs JC@ 7CO. 

2. For each pair JC@ 7C Oh  
a. Eenerate one or more row addresses@ 08>#10@ as followsh 
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       b. Eenerate an BLE !7C@ '"@ where ' is obtained as followsh 
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c. For each .0 ∈ 08>#10@ insert !7C@ '" to an BLE seZuence 
pointed b= IU.0W using the following rulesh 

i. if IU.0W points to an empt= BLE seZuence@             
IU.0W [ !7C@ '" 

ii. if IU.0W points to a non-empt= BLE seZuence@ 
insert !7C@ '" at the end of the seZuence 

3. For an= BLE seZuence !7D@ 'D" ⋅ !7Do1@ 'Do1" ⋅n⋅ !7n@ 'n" with 
7D [ 7Do1 [ n [ 7n@ replace the seZuence with a pair !7D@ 2"@ 
where 2 M 'D N 'Do1 NnN 'n. 

 
@( E//0:0#8$ I2E J#K?#8:# L#8#.&$098 

In this section we present an efficient algorithm to 
construct BLE seZuences directl= from a set of decreasing 
lexicographic ordered prefixes. Notice that following Lemma 
1@ a binar=-path of a prefix 1 will not be a prefix of an= 
binar=-path of a prefix B that is lexicographicall= less than 1. 
(his observation makes us able to directl= generate the BLE 
seZuences from the sorted prefixes. >ere@ we onl= need to 
implicitl= generate disDoint-prefixes@ and hence the 
construction of a D'Q( is avoided. >owever@ these implicitl= 
enumerated disDoint prefixes are not necessaril= in increasing 
lexicographic order@ and therefore we need to modif= Atep 2c 
of Algorithm-1@ and represent an BLE using a triple !71@&@O"@ 
where 0 ! &@O ! 2!D,-1 are respectivel= the binar= value of the 
starting and ending column addresses of a prefix 1 with next 
hop 71. As an example@ we show the eZuivalent BLE 
seZuences of Fig. 1JbO using this new notation in Fig. 3JbO. 
(he following  Algorithm-2 generates the BLE seZuences 
without explicitl= constructing a D'Q(. 

 

Figure 3. Eenerating BLE AeZuences using Algorithm 2. 

)J00O [ KJ00@+O@J01@+O@J10@"O@J11@*OL   
)J01O [ KJ00@"O@J01@"O@J10@"O@J11@"OL   
)J10O [ KJ00@*O@J01@*O@J10@*O@J11@*OL   
)J11O [ KJ00@"O@J01@"O@J10@"O@J11@"L    
                   ↓ 
U51 [ !+@2" p !"@1" p !*@1"W 
U52 [ !"@4"W 
U53 [ !*@4"W 
U54 [ 52W 

JbO BLE AeZuences of (able ); 

5q3[ϕJϕJ51@52O@53O[!*@2" p !*@1" p !*@1" 
5q2[ϕJ5q3@ 52O[!"@2" p !"@1" p !"@1" 
5q1[ϕJ5q3@ 51O[!+@2" p !"@1" p !*@1" 
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Figure 4. AeZuence-Expansion of BLE AeZuences for Figure 3JbO 

 
Algorithm-2:  
1. Aort pairs )1 M J1@ 71O in decreasing lexicographic order. 
2. For each pair J1@ 71Oh  

a. Eenerate one or more row addresses@ 08>#10@ as followsh 
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b. Eenerate an BLE !71@&@O"@ where & and O are the binar= 
values of &; and O;@ respectivel=. &; and O; are obtained 
as follows JΣ0

, represents a binar= string with , 0sOh 
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c. For each .0 ∈ 08>#10@ and for each IU.0W that is not full@ 

i.e. ,!
8

0
00 &O −

=
<+−' 2O1J

1
@ do each of the following 

Jassume IU.iW [ -1⋅ -2 ⋅n⋅-n and an BLE -D [ !7D@&D@OD"O 
     JiO  If IU.iW is empt=@ insert an BLE !71@&@O" to the row. 
     JiiO Else@ do each of the following stepsh 

   1. If &1s&@ insert BLE !71@&@minJO@&1-1O" before -1 
    2. If On t O insert BLE !71@ maxJOno1@&O@O" after -n 
    3. For each pair -D ⋅ -Do1@ where D [ 1@ 2@ n@ n-1 do 

If OD≠&Do1-1@ insert BLE !71@ maxJ&@ODo1O@ 
minJO@&Do1-1O" between the pair. 

3. Beplace an= BLE seZuence !7D@&@O" ⋅ !7Do1@ON1@:" ⋅ n ⋅ 
!7n@BN1UV" where 7D [ 7Do1 [ n [ 7n@  with a triple !7D@&@V". 

 
Figure 3JaO illustrates Algorithm-2. Eiven the sorted prefix 

list in (able IJbO@ the algorithm generates an BLE from a pair 
J10`@*O@ (his prefix has row address 10 and because IU10W is 
empt=@ Atep 2cJiO creates IU10W [ !*@&@O"@ where &[0 is the 
binar= value of a string 102

4-2⋅Σ0
4-l10l [ 00@ and O[3 is the 

binar= value of a string 102
4-2⋅Σ1

4-l10l [ 11. Aimilarl=@ Atep 2cJiO 
creates an BLE !"@0@3" J!"@2@2"O from a pair J01`@"O JJ0010`@ 
"OO and insert it to IU01W JIU00WO. Qecause IU00W is not empt=@ 
Atep 2cJii.2O is used on pair J001`@*O to obtain an BLE !*@3@3" 
and insert it at the end of the seZuence. Aimilarl=@ Atep 2cJii.1O 
is used on a pair J00`@+O to create an BLE !+@0@1"@ and insert it 
as the first BLE in BU00W. Deleting the redundant BLE 
seZuence@ we obtain the compressed BLE seZuences in Fig. 
3JbO which is eZuivalent to that shown in Fig. 1JbO. 
 
E( +8 W!-.9X#> Y80/0:&$098 )#:780K?# 

Crescenai@ #$ &'( U1W use a function ϕ  so that each of the BLE 
seZuences contains the same number of BLE. In this 

unification step U1W@ a pair !7C@ 2" ma= be split into !7C@'1" ⋅ 
!7C@'2" ⋅ n ⋅ !7C@'n" where '1o '2o no 'n [ 2 or eZuivalentl=@ a 
triple !71@&@O" ma= be expanded into !71@&@O1" ⋅ !71@O1o1@O2" ⋅ n 
⋅ !71@Ono1@O". (he function ϕ in U1W performs a row-based 
splitting. Notice that our experimental results J(able IIO show 
that t=picall= an 08$#./&:# table has smaller column Jβ,O than 
row Jα,O@ and therefore intuitivel= an eZuivalent unification 
method Jproposed in the followingO that does a column-based 
splitting is expected to be more efficient. be propose the 
BLE-seZuence-expansion JBAEO algorithm as follows. 
Algorithm RSE: 
1. Flag the first BLE in each BLE seZuence BU0W@ for 0 " 0. 
2. Aet δ [ the minimum JO0-&0o1O value among those of the 

flagged BLE. 
3. Aplit each BLE !71@&@O" that has JO-&o1Osδ  into  

!71@&@δo&D1" ⋅ !71@δN&@O" that replace the original BLE 
!71@&@O"@ and flag the second BLE of the resulting split.  

4. Unflag each BLE !71@&@O" that has JO-&o1O [ δ@ and flag its 
next BLE in the seZuence. 

c. Bepeat Atep 2@ until all flagged BLE have the same δ  of 
JO0-&0o1O@ for all 0. 

Figure 4 illustrates the BAE algorithm to expand the BLE 
seZuences shown in Fig. 3JbO. 

Ij. Eu'EBIiEN(AL BEAUL(A  
+( E8X0.98!#8$ &8> )#5$ @&$&  

be have implemented our algorithm in ANAI C and run it 
on a 3.2 E>a 'entium 4 computer with 1 iQ cache and 1 EQ 
BAi.  (o evaluate its performance@ we used six real I'v4 
databasesh AADA J22v11v2001O@ iae-best J22v11v2001O@ 
iae-East Jcv11v1ddeO@ ;Iu J30v10v2003O@ 'aix J22v11v2001O@ 
and 'Q J22v11v2001O. (able II Jcolumn wprefO shows the 
number of prefixes in each database. be fixed , [ 1Y bits to 
minimiae the siae of the .9<=08>#1 and :9'?!8=08>#1 tables 
so that each table has exactl= Ycc3Y entries. 

(able II shows the siae of the constructed interface table Jα, 
and β,O and the table construction time J$U1WO using the 
techniZue in U1W for each database. (he memor= usage of each 
FEC table was calculated b= taking the sum of the memor= 
reZuirements for a .9<=08>#1 J21Y ` 2 b=tesm fixed-siaeO@ a 
:9'=08>#1 J21Y ` 2 b=tesm fixed-siaeO@ and an 08$#./&:# table 
which is calculated as α, ` β, ` 1 b=te. (he table also shows 
the average I' lookup time for each forwarding table. be 
observed that an I' lookup on a larger database reZuires 
longer time@ and we noticed that a lookup on FEC table of siae 
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c22.dKQ Jfit into the available s=stem cache memor=O is 
significantl= faster than on the other larger siaed tables@ 
although theoreticall= the FEC scheme reZuires exactl= 3 
memor= accesses for each lookup. be suspect that this is 
caused b= more cache misses on larger siaed tables. 

 
*( 4#./9.!&8:# 9/ Z?. +'[9.0$7!  

be use Algorithm-2 to construct an FEC table for each of 
the databases. ;ur algorithm constructed exactl= the same 
tables as those obtained b= the algorithm in U1W but in 4 to 2d 
times faster Jcolumn ρ of (able IIIO. Note that each ρ value is 
obtained b= dividing the running time of techniZue U1W 
Jcolumn $U1W in table IIO with that of our algorithm Jcolumn 
$Alg2oBAE in table IIIO.  ;ur algorithm reduces the FEC table 
construction because JiO it generates BLE-seZuences more 
efficientl=@ and JiiO it converts the BLE-seZuences into FEC 
table faster. Column $Alg1 J$Alg2O in (able III shows the running 
time of Algorithm-1 JAlgorithm-2O that constructs a 
compressed BLE seZuences for each database. Note that $Alg1 
is comparable to that reZuired b= the techniZue in U1W. 
Algorithm-2 outperforms Algorithm-1 because it avoids 
D'Q( construction Jcompare columns $Alg2 and $Alg1O. Column 
$IJE shows the reZuired time for our BAE algorithm to 
construct the FEC tables. (he algorithm is faster than the 
unification step of U1W. be can show empiricall= the efficienc= 
of BAE b= considering Algorithm-1 to be as efficient as the 
corresponding step Jto generate BLE-seZuencesO in U1W. Notice 
that the total of each row in $Alg1 and $BAE J(able IIIO is less 
than the corresponding row of column $U1W in (able II@ and thus 
it is obvious that the time saving is due to our improved 
column-based BAE techniZue. 
 

(AQLE II 
FEC (AQLEh AIxE@ iEi;By BEkUIBEiEN(@ C;NA(BUC(I;N (IiE@ AND 

L;;KU' (IiE 
Size of  

Interface 
Table Database #pref 

α) β) 

Memory 
usage 
(KB) 

$[1] 

(µs) 

IP 
lookup  

time 
(µs) 

AADA 31f2e 31e3 Y2f 2@201.d 304dc2 0.0410 
iae best 2fffd 301e 2e1 1@0c4.4 1fcde1 0.0340 
iae East c334c 31df 32Y 1@2e4.1 2c2dY3 0.0410 

;Iu 1edf Y24 43f c22.d 233dYe 0.01d0 
'aix 1Y1e2 21f0 Y2d 1@cdc.1 2d3dcd 0.0340 
'Q 2222c 20cf 2cd eeY.c 1fedYf 0.0310 

 
(AQLE III 

'EBF;BiANCE ;F ;UB 'B;';AED ALE;BI(>i  

Table Construction Time 
(µs) Database 

tAlg1 tAlg2 tRSE $Alg2+RSE 

ρ 

AADA cedd2 23ddY 4ddd3 e3dfd 4.12 
iae best ccdd1 21dde 23ddY 4cdd3 4.04 
iae East e2dfd 32ddc 2fddY Y1dd1 4.0f 

;Iu Yddf 1000 Yddf eddf 2d.2c 
'aix 3edd4 fddd 2dddY 3edd4 e.e4 
'Q 3fdd4 2cddY 1eddf 43dd4 4.2e 

j. C;NCLUAI;N 
be have developed an approach to improve the construction 

time of FEC forwarding table. Using a decreasing 

lexicographic ordered list of prefixes as input@ our approach 
reduces the time to construct BLE seZuences which@ in turn@ 
are used to construct the FEC table. ;ur column-based BAE 
techniZue@ in contrast to the row-based unification step in U1W 
further reduces the complexit= of constructing the tables. 
Aimulations on several routing tables show that our approach 
constructs the FEC tables 4 to 2d times faster than the 
techniZue in U1W. ;ur efficient D'Q( construction JAection 
III.QO can be generaliaed to reduce the construction time of a 
disDoint multibit trie U1cW. 
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